Our Restaurants and Bars

Casa Blanca & The Pearl - International Buffet
An International Buffet-Style Restaurant serving 18 different hot and cold breakfast choices, a wide
lunch selection and a
pasta bar, plus a dinner buffet with 14 international selections.
Open daily for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Theme nights
Dress Code: casual

Blue Lagoon - Steak & Seafood
This Caribbean Seafood Restaurant & Grill opens at noon offering salads, burgers, sandwiches, chicken
delights and
more. The dinner menu is distinctly Caribbean featuring fresh catch-of-the-day selections with a touch
of Cajun flavor.
Dress Code: casual

Our Restaurants and Bars

Bellini - Italian
Featuring homemade pasta served with traditional Italian sauces, specialty pizzas prepared before your
eyes, famous cold
meats imported from Italy, and more.
Dress Code: casual

Trapiche Paradise - Mexican
A Brazillian style Churrascaria - offers an extensive salad bar and a variety of BBQ meats, grilled and
served in the
traditional Brazilian country style with an infusion of Mexican cuisine delights on certain night.
This is a cash restaurant - which is all inclusive to all our guest! (no additional cost)
Dress Code: casual
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Indochine - Asian
A fusion of Chinese, Japanese and Indian specialties including fresh shellfish, Sushi, spicy Curries, a
Chinese pasta and
rice buffet, and more delights from the Far East.
Dress Code: casual

VIP Simply Gourmet
This elegant dining establishment is for VIP with a taste for the sublime and features fresh seafood,
steaks and
more. From the beauty of its surroundings to the epitome of service, this is an experience not to be
missed.
Dress Code: Smart casual attire required. view menu
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Jazz - French Fusion (upon availability - Presidential Suites guest have priority)
Looking for something new and different? This exclusive restaurant serves a new creative concept of
cuisine invented by
Lifestyle's own food and beverage team that we call French Fusion. This new style embraces the class
of French food
with the down home flavors of Creole and Cajun cooking from New Orleans.
Dress Code: Smart casual attire required.

VIP Sushi Bar - Snack Bar
Our guests enjoy fresh delicious Sushi served at the VIP Sushi Bar located with VIP Beach. Served with
your
favorite cold drink and the delightful, exclusive atmosphere found at VIP Paradise is just a step away!

VIP Sport Bar - Snacks & Lunch
Looking to see the latest game? The VIP Sports Bar is the place to be. Serving up specialty drinks,
snacks, and the
latest in sports news from a multitude of flat screen TVs that can be seen from anywhere in the room,
this nod to all
popular sports is a great place for VIP guests to come, kick back and cheer for your favorite team.
Dress Code: casual view menu
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VIP Pool, VIP Beach and VIP NV Beach - Snacks & Lunch
Serve drink, snacks, fresh fruits and lunch at lounge side.

Cofresi Palm Beach and Spa Resort Restaurants –

Moomtaz (Indian),

Rodizio (Brazilian),

El Pilon (Dominican) Beach side

